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Key Resource: Using storytelling in the classroom 

Stories help us make sense of our lives. There are many traditional stories that have been 
passed down from generation to generation, which were told to us when we were young, that 
explain some of the rules and values of the society that we were born into. Stories are a very 
powerful medium, especially if they are well told or written. Stories are entertaining, exciting, 
stimulating and can transport us out of our everyday life into fantasy worlds, but they can also 
be challenging. They can provide guidance about how we live our lives; they can stimulate our 
thinking about new ideas; they can help us explore our feelings and help us to think through 
problems in a context that is detached from reality and therefore less threatening. 

Stories have a strong role to play in the classroom in all curriculum areas and can be used in a 
number of ways for a range of purposes. The next part explores when and how you might use 
story in your classroom to develop your pupils’ knowledge and understanding of their world. 

How can you use stories in your classroom? 

Stories can be used at the start, middle or end of lessons. 

Start of the lesson 

Most often stories used at this stage are to set the scene for the lesson, to stimulate interest, 
find out what pupils know already and to provide a context for the main work of the lesson. 

Middle of the lesson 

Stories used at this stage provide a context for the work the class is doing. They may be 
analysing or using: 

• the values in the story;
• the reactions of the characters;
• the ideas contained in the story;
• the claims made in the story;
• the structure of the story;
• the ideas in the story to broaden and deepen understanding of a subject.

End of the lesson 

Stories used at this stage are often used to pull learning together, so selecting a story for this 
stage is much more difficult. 

They can be used to just relax the pupils and give them a pleasurable experience before they 
go home from school. Stories have an immense value in themselves in that they provide 
comfort, support and entertainment. They help build confidence and self-esteem and help your 
pupils learn more about themselves as they relate to the characters in the story, so the telling or 
reading of stories just for pleasure cannot be overestimated. 

Most societies throughout the world have used storytelling as a way of passing on their history 
and values. This is very true in Africa, which has a wealth of national and local traditional 
stories. 
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Where do we find and how do we select our stories? 

Stories can be found in books, in the local community, and in yourself and your pupils. 

You need to select the story because of its message and the purpose for which you want to use 
it. For example, you may be investigating the sun and moon in your science lessons and use a 
traditional tale about how the sun and moon came to be in the sky at the start of the lesson to 
stimulate interest and to explore the truths of the story. 

You may find your story in a book or it may be a local traditional tale that has not been written 
down, from your childhood or that of your pupils. You could also invent or write your own story 
to tell or read to your class or ask them to write the stories. These could be collected and made 
into a book of local stories or into books of stories about a particular curriculum area. There is 
no age limit to using story with your pupils but obviously you would need to select appropriately 
for those in your class. 

Using story in your lessons is one way to involve the local community, as you can invite a 
renowned storyteller to come in to tell the tale. You could extend this to set up a storytelling 
club within the school for those interested in developing their storytelling skills and ensuring that 
such tales are not lost from the community. 

Stories and storytelling play a key role in holding many communities together and so their 
importance should not be ignored in the classroom. 
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TESSA (Teacher Education in Sub-Saharan Africa) aims to 
improve the classroom practices of primary teachers and 
secondary science teachers in Africa through the provision of 
Open Educational Resources (OERs) to support teachers in 
developing student-centred, participatory approaches.  The 
TESSA OERs provide teachers with a companion to the school 

textbook. They offer activities for teachers to try out in their classrooms with their students, 
together with case studies showing how other teachers have taught the topic, and linked 
resources to support teachers in developing their lesson plans and subject knowledge. 

TESSA OERs have been collaboratively written by African and international authors to address 
the curriculum and contexts. They are available for online and print use 
(http://www.tessafrica.net). The Primary OERs are available in several versions and languages 
(English, French, Arabic and Swahili). Initially, the OER were produced in English and made 
relevant across Africa. These OER have been versioned by TESSA partners for Ghana, 
Nigeria, Zambia, Rwanda, Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania and South Africa, and translated by 
partners in Sudan (Arabic), Togo (French) and Tanzania (Swahili) Secondary Science OER are 
available in English and have been versioned for Zambia, Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania. We 
welcome feedback from those who read and make use of these resources. The Creative 
Commons License enables users to adapt and localise the OERs further to meet local needs 
and contexts. 

TESSA is led by The Open University, UK, and currently funded by charitable grants from The 
Allan and Nesta Ferguson Foundation, The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation and Open 
University Alumni. A complete list of funders is available on the TESSA website 
(http://www.tessafrica.net). 

As well as the main body of pedagogic resources to support teaching in particular subject 
areas, there are a selection of additional resources including audio, key resources which 
describe specific practices, handbooks and toolkits. 
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